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Criteria are derived for the accuracy of a trial wave function. The 
measure of deviation, or error, is chosen as the modulus of the pro- 
jection of the trial function in the subspace orthogonal to the true, 
unknown eigenfunction.This error may be estimated when the eigenvalues 
are known. The pertinent theorem of Eckart for the ground state trial 
function is rederived under more general conditions than heretofore, 
and an improved estimate is proposed to replace that of Shull and 
Lijwdin for excited state trial functions. 
Several methods of calculation pertaining to atomic systems involve the 
approximation of the unknown “true” wave function by linear combinations 
of functions which are in general not eigenfunctions of the correct Hamil- 
tonian of the system. These functions are in general orthogonal and form a 
complete set; therefore, in principle at least, the approximations can be 
improved indefinitely. As a practical matter, however, the work of computa- 
tion increases rapidly with the number of terms; therefore, in computations 
a relatively small finite set of functions is chosen. The matrix elements are 
calculated for these functions only; thus a truncated matrix is obtained which 
is not truly representative of the original dynamical variable. The truncated 
matrix is then diagonalized, one obtains a finite number of eigenvalues J1, 
Jz, .a.> Jk, which we write in ascending order and an associated sequence 
of eigenfunctions &, $s, .*a, &. These functions are the minimizing functions 
of the expression (H&, d)/(~$, 4) subject to the appropriate orthogonality 
conditions; J1, Ja, etc. are the corresponding minima. Here Hk is the trun- 
cated operator, that part of H which operates in the subspace spanned by 
dl, da, ***3 q& Formally Hk is the operator which is obtained from H by setting 
all matrix elements Hnm equal to zero when either index exceeds k. 
Let the first k true eigenfunctions of the complete operator H be & $~a, **a, 
& and the associated eigenvalues be El, E2, ***, Ek. Then it follows from the 
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minimum principle that Ji >= Ei for i = 1, *.., K. When the E’s and the J’s 
coincide the 4’s are the true eigenfunctions. The question arises what can be 
said about the accuracy of the approximation of $lc by & when quantitative 
information is available concerning the approximation of the E’s by the 1’s. 
This is frequently the case since the E’s are usually determined by optical 
or other measurements. In the simplest special case, k = 1, the problem 
can be stated as follows: If it is known that the lowest eigenvalue of His E,, 
and that for a given normalized function 4 
what can be said about the deviation of $ from a properly chosen true eigen- 
function 9 for which (H$, #) = El ? A good measure of departure of C$ 
from # is obtained if one subtracts from 4 its orthogonal projection on z,G 
and uses the modulus of this difference as follows: 
E2 = / / $ - a,$ II2 = 1 - / a, 12, (1) 
where u1 = (4, I/).’ In the special case k = 1, Eckart’s [1] theorem is appli- 
cable. It states that 
E2 5 Jl - El 
- E, - E, ’ (2) 
where E, is the next lowest eigenvalue, or more precisely, where no point 
to the left of E, other than El lies in the spectrum of the operator H. 
Shull and L6wdin [2,3] attacked the general problem K 2 1. They expanded 
the trial wave functions in terms of the true eigenfunctions in the form 
dk = *$ wbi, (3) 
and obtained an estimate for c2 = 1 - 1 cRk I2 in terms of the E’s and the J’s. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that estimates of the type obtained by 
Eckart, Shull, and LGwdin may be derived elegantly, or at least concisely 
and rigorously, by the use of projection operators and the spectral theorem. 
It is possible to state and prove the theorems in such a manner that the 
presence of a continuous spectrum in some region does not invalidate the 
results. Finally, it is shown that the estimate given by Shull and LZiwdin 
1 The measure of departure E is the modulus of that part of the trial function 4 
which lies in the subspace orthogonal to the correct function. Another measure which 
might appear more suitable is I/ $-# I Ia, but in this case one encounters the inconve- 
nience associated with the arbitrary choice of the phase of 4. 
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may be replaced by one which is easier to apply and is at the same time more 
accurate. 
DEFINITIONS AND MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATION 
We adopt the terminology and notation customary in mathematics. Quadra- 
tically integrable functions f, g, a** are regarded as elements of a Hilbert 
space with modulus 11 f j ] given by 11 f I Ia = (f, f), An element of modulus one 
is called normalized. A linear operator H is called self-adjoint if H = H*, 
which implies that the relation (Hf, g) = (f, Hg) holds for any pair f, g in 
the domain of the operator H. For a precise definition of self-adjointness, 
which includes considerations concerning the domain of the operator, the 
reader is referred to the mathematical iterature [4]. From the point of view 
of the physicist the condition pertaining to the domain of the operator is 
equivalent to requiring that the set of eigenfunctions as contemplated by the 
physicist be complete; i.e., that an arbitrary quadratically integrable function 
may be approximated in the mean by the customary combination of 
eigenfunctions. 
For a self-adjoint operator H the quantity (Hf, f) is always real. One ought 
to add “provided f is in the domain of H.” However, we will avoid all such 
phrases and whenever we write Hf it will be implied that f is in the domain 
of H.) When there is a number M such that (Hf,f) 5 M //f /I2 for all f, 
the operator H is called bounded from above, and the least number M for 
which this relationship holds is the upper bound of M. Similarly, the largest 
number m for which m j I f I I2 5 (Hf, f) holds for every f is the lower bound 
of H. A self-adjoint operator with an upper and a lower bound is a bounded 
operator. It is known that such an operator is defined over the entire Hilbert 
space. 
A self-adjoint operator P for which P2 = P is called a projection. Such an 
operator splits the space into two mutually orthogonal subspaces corres- 
ponding to its two eigenvalues 0 and 1. The subspace which corresponds to 
the eigenvalue 1 is called the range of P because Pf will be an element of 
this subspace for any f. The subspace which corresponds to 0 is the orthogonal 
complement of the first subspace. The operator Q = I - P is again a pro- 
jection; it defines the same two subspaces which are defined by P but with 
the role of the eigenvalues reversed. The relation 
f=Pf+Qf 
splits every element into its components according to these subspaces. From 
the orthogonality of these subspaces it follows that 
llf II2 = II Pf II2 + II Qf l12. 
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The following proposition is known to be true concerning any self- 
adjoint operator H: 
To any real number X one can find a projection operator PA which splits 
the Hilbert space into two orthogonal subspaces ‘911m, and %, with the follow- 
ing properties: 
(a) H is defined for every element of ‘$JuLn a d 3,. 
(b) H commutes with PA; i.e. HP,, = PAH. This has the consequence 
that H transform every element of !)JIk (or %A) into an element of 
% (or %I). 
(c) The upper bound of H in m, does not exceed A; i.e. 
(HP,f, Plf) 5 X II PAf II'. (4) 
(d) The lower bound of H in ‘YIA is not less than A, and the value X is not 
attained; i.e., 
WQ,f, QA~) 2 X II QA~ I/‘, (5) 
and the equality sign holds for Qr f = 0 only. This family of projections 
associated with the operator H is called the resolution of the identity deter- 
mined by H. 
The stated proposition is a consequence of the spectral theorem; its 
validity is not restricted to bounded operators or to operators with purely 
point spectra. For the case of bounded operators a direct proof of the pro- 
position has been given by Lengyel and Stone [5], in whose paper the rela- 
tionship of this proposition to the spectral theorem is explained in detail. 
The essence of the proposition is that a cut may be made at any real number X 
so that in one subspace H will be bounded from above by A, whereas in its 
complement h will be the lower bound. Naturally the Pa’s are interrelated, 
and it is easy to show that when X > CL, then PdPp = Pc,P, = Pp, and that 
PA - Pp is again a projection operator. 
Regarded as a function of A, the projection operator changes only when X 
is in the spectrum of H. When a and b are two consecutive eigenvalues 
of H with no continuous spectrum between a and b, then P?, = P, for 
a I h < b, and P, = P, + Ob, where Ob is the projection operator whose - 
range is the subspace spanned by the eigenfunctions which belong to b. 
Similarly Q, = Qb + O,, where Qb and 0, are orthogonal and both commute 
with H. Therefore 
WQaf, Qaf> = WQ,f, Qbf) + W&f, O,f>. (6) 
The last term is b 11 0, f 1 I2 and the first one is not less than b I] Qb f I 12; there- 
fore 
(HQaf>Qaf> 2 WI Qtaf II2 + II O,f II”> = b II Qaf l12. (7) 
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We have obtained a stronger inequality than (5). However in (7) the equality 
sign may stand even though Qb f # 0. We have shown that if the interval a, b 
is free of the spectrum then the operator H may be split into two parts with a 
gap left between the upper bound of the first operator and the lower bound 
of the second. 
THE GENERAL FORM OF ECRART'S THEOREM 
We will prove the following theorem: Let H be a self-adjoint operator bounded 
from above. Let its largest eigenvalue be b and its second largest eigenvalue be a 
and no continuous spectrum be present between a and b. Then if g is a normalized 
element such that 
b>(Hg,g)=x>a, 
then the projection of g onto the subspace of the highest esgenvalue has a modulus 
not less than (x - a)l12 (b - a)-l12. 
The proof of this theorem rests on the properties of the operators P, and 
Qa. Let g, = P,g and g, = Q,g ; then 
and 
II& /I2 + llg, II2 = 1 (8) 
(ffg, d = Wga, ga) + V-b, gth (9) 
because (Hg,, gb) = 0. Moreover Hg,, = bg, and, according to (4), 
(Hg,, ga) S a I I g, I 12. Therefore 
a I/ g, II2 + b II gb II2 2 *. (10) 
Now eliminate j ( g, 1 j2 by means of (8) and obtain (b - a) 11 g, 112  x - a. 
Hence 
llg, II2 2 x--a. 
b-x 
b-a’ II ga /I2 5 - b-a’ 
which we were to prove. 
Eckart originally proved the second of these inequalities for the case of 
nondegenerate igenvalues, since in that case j) g, )I2 = 1 a, 12. The estimate 
is usually applied to the negative Hamiltonian, whose eigenvalues in des- 
cending order are E,, E,, etc. This is the form of inequality (2). 
APPROXIMATION IN THE CASE OF EXCITED STATES 
It is now convenient to consider a self-adjoint operator H bounded from 
below. The investigation starts at the lower bound and the conclusions remain 
valid as long as we remain to the left of any continuous spectrum H may 
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possess. Let the eigenvalues be listed in ascending order: E, 5 E, 2 E3, ..a. 
Assuming finite multiplicity for each eigenvalue we list each eigenvalue as 
many times as its multiplicity indicates in order to assure that the eigen- 
functions associated with the first n eigenvalues span an n-dimensional 
subspace. 
Let k independent trial functions be chosen; these span a k-dimensional 
subspace IIJ1’ whose projection operator is P’. In general P’ will not coincide 
with any of the PA’s which constitute the resolution of the identity for the 
operator H. The truncated operator Hk: = P’HP’ can be represented as a 
k-dimensional hermitian (self-adjoint) matrix which may be diagonalized 
by algebraic methods. Let the resulting eigenvalues be denoted by 
J1 5 JZ 2 .** 5 Jlc. Here again multiple eigenvalues are given multiple 
listing. It follows from the variational principle that Ji 2 E, and that equality 
is only achieved in the case of fortuitous coincidence of the trial functions 
or their linear combinations with true eigenfunctions of H. We will be con- 
cerned with the case when the trial functions approximate the true eigen- 
functions to such a degree that 
J,c--l < E, < J;c < E,c,,. 
This situation can only occur when the largest eigenvaue of Hk is simple. 
Let $ be a normalized eigenfunction belonging to Jlc; i.e. H& = J&, 
[ ( C$ // = 1. We note that P’c$ = 4 ; therefore 
(f+, $1 = W”4, P’$, = V”fQ”4,d) = V4d, 4, = 1~ WI 
We now decompose + into three parts, using three mutually orthogonal 
subspaces adapted to the spectral structure of H. To this effect we write the 
identity operator I as follows: I = P,-, + Qkel, where the subscript k -- 1 
stand for E,-,; then we further split Qlc-1 into 0, + Qk. Here 0, is the 
projection operator associated with the eigenfunctions belonging to Ek, 
and Qk is Qn for h = E,. The operators O1;, P,-, and Qk--l each commute 
with H and 
P,t-l + 6 t Q, = I. (13) 
We write the equation P,-,$ + O,#J + QA = 4 in the form 
4-++0+4+=4. (14) 
From the orthogonality of these components it follows that 
II 9- II2 + II co II2 + II 4+ II2 = 1. (15) 
The commutability of the projections with H implies that 
h = (34 4) = WL 4-I + (HA,, 4o) + (H$+, dd (16) 
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Note that Hc$, = I$$,,, and subtract Ek times (15) from (16): 
Jlc - -% = (W - 4 +-, 4-I + W - Ed ++, ++I. 
We may apply inequality (7) to ++ = Qlc4 and find 
P#J+, ++) 2 &,I I I 4+ I 12* 
(17) 
(18) 
Thus decreasing both terms on the right of (17) we obtain 
J~-E~~(E~--~)lI~-112+(Elc+~--~)/l~+l12~ 
On adding and subtracting (E,,, - Ek) 1 j #- 1 I2 this becomes 
X - & 2 (4 - -%+4 I I d- II2 + &+I - Ed [II 4- II2 + II 4, lI”l~ 
(19 
(20) 
The term in square brackets is E 2 = 1 -. // Co 112, the measure of discrepancy 
already used in Eckart’s theorem. To obtain a bound for this quantity we 
must estimate 1) C#J- II2 = I] PkmIq3 112. To accomplish this we first note that 
the range of Pkml is a (K - I)-dimensional subspace, while the range of P’ is 
k-dimensional. Therefore the latter must contain a normalized element g, 
orthogonal to the range of Pkel. Thus PkwIg = 0, Qk-lg = g. Then according 
to (7) 
(Hg, g> 1 E,. (21) 
Now we decompose $ in the following manner: 
Then 
and therefore 
II d- II2 2s II 42 II2 = 1 - I (&d 12. (22) 
On the other hand, (4, g) may be estimated from Eckart’s theorem which is 
applied to the matrix Hk whose eigenvalues in descending order are Jk, 
**a. The projection of g onto the subspace of the highest eigenvalue is 
&g) 4 ; therefore according to (11) 
Hence 
(23) 
(24) 
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Combining (20) and (24) we obtain 
and the final estimate of the measure of discrepancy is 
This estimate is suggested in the place of the Lowdin-Shull formula, which 
has the form 
c2 5 ” - Ek [l + A2 $E,,, - E,)] , 
- Ek,, - 4, 
(27) 
A = y(& - JJ-1’2 (28) 
i=l 
Unfortunately the distribution of energy levels in most atomic systems 
is such that the energy of the first excited state is considerably above that of 
the ground state, but then the intervals between consecutive levels decrease 
rapidly. Consequently the fraction (E,,, - E1)‘(Jk - Jk-r) tends to be 
rather large even for K = 3 or 4, and this makes the estimate of the dis- 
crepancy by formula (26) a rather poor one. The Lowdin-Shull formula 
suffers from the same defect since it contains a term with E,,, - E,. 
It may be desirable to follow an alternate route which leads to the successive 
estimation of the discrepancies for all levels of the matrix H,, not only that 
of the highest level. We will illustrate the method for k = 3. First we define 
the discrepancy of two unit elements $ and I/J by the equation l 2 = 1 - [ (4, (CI) 12. 
Then we note that if f is a unit element orthogonal to I/, then 1 (f, #) 1 g E, 
because the projection of + in any subspace orthogonal to 4 cannot have a 
modulus larger than E. 
Let the true eigenfunctions of H be denoted by $Q and let the eigenfunctions 
of Hk be denoted by &. Moreover let 
4 = 1 - I ($i, #i> 12. (29) 
Let us apply a decomposition of the type (13) to all functions &. Following 
the procedure that led to (17) we obtain 
li - Ei = ((H - Ei) &-, +i-) + ((H - Ei) +i+, di+), i = 1, 2, *** ii. 
(30) 
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Naturally the splitting of & into three components occurs in a manner 
dependent on the index i. For example 
dl- = 0, &I = (Cl9 $1) A, A&- = ($2, $1) h 
etc. Naturally 
therefore 
In particular, for i = 1, we have 
11 - 4 2 (4 - 4) E;, (33) 
which is Eckart’s formula. For i = 2, (&AZ-, #a--) = 1 (+a, I,Q 12 E,; therefore 
Hence 
12 - E2 +E,--E, 2 > 2 ~ ___ 
Es - Es 
Es _ E2 ‘1 = ‘2’ (35) 
Repetition of the same procedure for i = 3 leads to 
and thence to 
Js - E, + (Ea - E,) E: + (Ea - E,) 6; 2 (Ea - Es) ~23. (36) 
The extension to higher terms is quite obvious. These estimates will be 
more accurate than the ones obtained from (26) when the approximation 
to the ground state eigenfunction is a particularly good one, which is fre- 
quently the case. In general all methods of estimating should be tried and 
the lowest estimate must be used. 
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